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Summary 

Investigator: I want to ask about the liver sources. You still use (those from) Falun Gong 

(practitioners), healthy donors, right? 

Wang Changxi: All, all of them are. Now all donated ones are. All deceased citizen 

donors might all have these. 

 

Phone Investigation Recording 

Investigator: Hello, how are you? Is that Director Wang Changxi of the First Affiliated 

Hospital, Sun Yat-sen University? 

Wang Changxi: Yes, speaking. How are you? 

Investigator: Director Wang, how are you? I am the deputy director of the Office for 

Maintaining Stability at the Sichuan Provincial Political and Legal Affairs Commission. 

I’m calling today because I hope to ask for your help. I have a relative, who lives in 

Tianhe District of Guangzhou City. He has late-stage HBV-caused liver cirrhosis. He 

hopes to do a liver transplant surgery in your hospital. 

Wang Changxi: I see. So, you can let him come here sometime. 

Investigator: OK. So, he is Blood Type B. I just want to know if he goes to your hospital, 

how long will it take for the surgery to be arranged? 

Wang Changxi: You should come here and do examinations first. 

Investigator: Examinations, okay. Here is the situation. You know, I am currently in 

Chengdu. So, my relative wants me to visit and look after him very much. Therefore, I 

hope to get some general information to figure out my schedule. 

Wang Changxi: Let him come here for examinations first. You don’t need to be here. Ask 

the patient himself to come. 

Investigator: Sure. There is another thing that I want to ask about the liver sources. You 

still use (those from) Falun Gong (practitioners), healthy donors, right? 

Wang Changxi: All, all of them are. Now all donated ones are. All deceased citizen 

donors might all have these. 



Investigator: Right, of course. Because as you know, the donor organs, the degree of 

healthiness has a direct impact on the successfulness of the operation. 

Wang Changxi: In general, it’s all done like that. We’ve done many cases, and they are all 

successful now. That’s how everyone does it now. All are like that, it does work! Just let 

him come here directly, OK? 

Investigator: Okay, okay, sure, okay. 

 

 

 


